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We have provided a link it will take you directly to the product you need on Amazon, in most cases you can get the next day delivery if you need it urgently. Read more: Saniflo Descaler Read more: Alternative Descaler Find Our Instructions Useful? Please leave a review at the bottom of the page. Most Saniflo Macerator owners have never descaled their
macerator pumps from new ones. The reason is that the installer never left the instruction booklet and the Saniflo Descaler flyer that comes with the new Saniflo was not given to the customer so the customer does not know about this great product. It is recommended that Saniflo Descaler is used up to 3-4 times a year depending on the hardness of the
water in your area. Much of our work is in London and the water is seriously difficult in some places. That's why we recommend you descale Saniflo 3 times a year. Many problems Saniflo stop because of scaling build up if you use Saniflo Descaler, when you have a new Saniflo set it keeps the scale away. If you don't use Descaler you will start experiencing
to start stopping problems around the 4-5 years mark. Descaling Saniflo so easy to do there is no reason not to do it, its like pouring water from a jug down the toilet it is so simple. How to descale your Saniflo Macerator pump. 1, Turn off the power in Saniflo 2, Pour 2.5 liters Saniflo descaler down the toilet, if it is Saniplus or Sanipro we recommend pouring
just 5 liters as the macerator box is quite large. 3, Leave the descaler in Saniflo for up to 2 hours maximum, as indicated on the container, can no longer cause other problems. Do not leave unattended for the night. 4, After 2 hours to turn the power in Saniflo back, the macerator will activate and pump out the descaler. When the car stops, rinse off the toilet to
rinse Saniflo then wait for Saniflo to stop and then flush again and wait for Saniflo to stop. That's the job, you successfully descaled your Saniflo it's so simple. If you don't descale Saniflo they can give out bad smells that can be unpleasant. Please pay attention! Bleacher or other chemicals cleaning the toilet or kettle descalers are not descale Saniflo or any
other pump macerator, all they do is damage the rubber interior parts and can lead to shrinkage. Saniflo Descaler is a phosphorus-based descaler specifically designed for Saniflo and other macerator pumps. Saniflo descaler does its job and we can vouch for the product. You can use conventional toilet cleaners like bleach, toilet duck and many others
sparingly, just double flush the toilet after 10-20 minutes to remove all traces. Heavy and long-term use of toilet cleaners to eventually reduce rubber parts. Tip When pouring 2.5 litres of Saniflo descaler down any toilet always pour another 2.5 liters of water into the sweat as half descaler descaler in the U-bending toilet. The alternative descaler we
recommended Prokleen should be diluted, so please read the instructions on any descaling products for the best results. Choose the Saniflo Descaler you need below. (amazon_link asins'B015'LNKJG,B013X1'790,B015BAD7FI,B01MR6SJU5,B013X26J6K,B01CJT2STA,B0145NST8 Шаблон ProductCarousel' store'cityhandymanplugin-21 маркетплейс
'Великобритания' link_id'f8386d07-4c67-11e8-a7b4-23fc6fb720ab' Этот элемент не принадлежит на этой странице. Спасибо, мы посмотрим на это. Теперь вы можете приобрести WATEREASY и получить БЕСПЛАТНО СОВЕТ по установке. Позвоните нам, чтобы убедиться, что это правильный блок для ваших требований. ВОСХИТИТЕЛЯ
НИЗКАЯ ЦЕНА всего за 255,57 евро вкл. Ват Наша цена включает в себя БЕСПЛАТНО NEXT WORKING DAY DELIVERY в Великобританию материка, чтобы поговорить с нами и заказать единицу вызова нашей линии продаж вне часов вызова 07771 526262 или 07971 263862 WATEREASY - является WC MACERATOR и является
заменой TURBOFLUSH, SANISUITE и SANIPUMP. Самые высокие цены - Лучший совет - Всегда на складе! Мы не будем продавать вам WATEREASY, если мы не говорили с вами to make sure it's the right system for your setup and know how to install it properly. Remember that this unit requires 32 mm discharge pipes. Call for advice. We prefer
to communicate with our customers, your satisfaction is our key goal. No switches with endless automated messages and disgusting to keep the music! Just a friendly human voice gives you the best advice on your requirements. Call us now on 0118 9821556, we are here to help! Shipping to the MAINLAND of the UK - some exceptions apply to shipping
fees for Scotland in addition to UK offshore destinations. In addition, the delivery is made through a third-party courier and as such cannot be guaranteed. Please call to discuss and confirm the price of NOTE: Some very OLD TURBOFLUSH MODELS are not compatible with WATEREASY Please call our TECHNICAL HELPLINE on 0118 9821556 to check.
WATEREASY is not a division of SANIFLO It is made by a subsidiary of SFA France (which make Saniflo range of macerators and wastewater pumps) called SETMA Air Switch and PCB board activation. This device is designed to pump in 11/4 inch (32 mm) discharge pipes only. It will not work with a 22mm discharge pipe as required for most Saniflo WC
toilet macerators benefiting from our nearly 15 years of experience providing technical advice on Saniflo installations. We get this-Saniflo toilets were designed to solve the common problems of installing a bathroom, but installing an upflush system in itself can seem kind of confusing, or even intimidating, before you start. Good news what nothing could be
further from the truth! Saniflo systems are not difficult to install! In fact, most DIY DIY It only takes a few hours to complete and they are usually faster if you hire a plumber to help you. Trust us, you can do it. In this guide, we'll provide a simple step-by-step template for installing the new Saniflo system. We will also work out what distinguishes the Saniflo
toilet, how you can choose the right one, and what you need to remember during the installation process. We'll also add a few photos of customers of the successful installation. Start. Before you can install the Saniflo system, it's helpful to have a deep understanding of how it works. While the Saniflo toilet looks and feels a lot like a standard toilet, they have
several important mechanical differences. While their interiors are industrious machines, their exteriors are a fashionable addition to any decor. The biggest difference is the unloading system. The Saniflo unloading system includes a discharge pipe and a macerator. Instead of flushing the waste gravitationally (down), it discharges from the back of the block,
through a small diameter pipe (or an extension pipe if you place the pump behind the wall). When you wash off the waste, it moves from the bowl to the macerator. The Macerator is a powerful tool complete with a sharp, rotating blade. When the blade begins to turn automatically, it grinds human waste and solids (toilet paper, etc.) into a thin suspension,
which is then mixed with water flushing. The suspension moves, using an electric pipe, up the discharge pipes (thus up!) and into your sewer system, septic tank, or holding the tank. The whole process takes only a few seconds and is quiet and sanitary. In fact - most guests in your home won't be able to distinguish between a standard toilet and a Saniflo
system - especially if you buy an extension pipe that hides the macerator and the pump behind the wall. The only exception is SaniBEST Pro. This sucker is built for commercial use, or renting a house where you are in favor of being able to grind something out. It's the best available, but the victims be calm enough to do so. Although it's not loud, people will
notice a unique sound when rinsing. If you prefer quiet macerating over maximum power, consider SaniACCESS 3, our upper residential unit. To better understand the system, check out this short, 2-minute video: Installing the Saniflo system is not difficult! Just follow these simple steps to ensure the Saniflo installation process is streamlined and sleek: you
don't need much to install the Saniflo system. Just collect the following things before you start: Your Saniflo Upflush Toilet. You had to choose this model by now. If you don't, it's not hard to find one you love. SaniACCESS, SaniPLUS and SaniBEST Pro are our best-selling models and the easiest to install. it is also popular because it is smaller, cheaper and
easier to make set than any other model we offer. If you're not sure which model is right for you, we're happy to help you choose. Just contact our qualified and professional sales partners. Water supply. Your Upflush toilet needs water to wash away, so make sure it is in the area where it has access to water supply. This water supply can come from a sink, a
kitchen on the other side of the wall, or anything like that. The discharge pipes. Your discharge pipes can be small - between 3/4 and 1, so you have a place to play with sizes and find one that works for you. The source of electricity. Find an electric source complete with a GFI switch to equip your new Saniflo system. The ventilation system. You can release
the Saniflo system anywhere, provided it meets the following requirements: the air moves in and out, and it sticks to local codes. Once you've packed these things, it's time to get Saniflo to install underway! You've probably already chosen a place where you want your saniflo units to go. Before you start installing, however, make sure that you have all your
supplies in one place, and that the location is no more than 12 feet below your sewer level, or 150 feet from the nearest stack of soil. Keep in mind that any fixtures you want to attach to your Saniflo system should also be on the same level as the toilet. Also, make sure that the rubber feet are mounted on your block before it is fastened to the floor. Cutting
into the material of your soil stack, install a Y-connector to place your macerator's unloading tube. Don't use the T-connector because it will inject the liquid into the line too sharply. The Y connector flows directly into your sewer line. Make this tie as close as possible to the sewer stack. If you are using an extension pipe to connect the hidden macerator to the
toilet, make sure you leave at least 12 spaces behind the framing, and at least a few inches between the pump and the outside wall. Keep in mind you can't have a discharge line to make any tight 90 degree turns. If you need to make a 90-degree turn, then you can do it with 2, 45 degree turns. Your pump comes with an 18-flexible line, so you can get out of
the pump and head straight north without difficulty. We recommend placing the ball valve at the top of the flexible line so that you can isolate the pump if necessary. The next step in your Saniflo installation is to connect to fresh water. This is one of the simplest parts of the entire installation. You can use any existing water supply to connect your Saniflo
system, and can even plug in the toilet after the P-trap if you have an existing sink or mud system that you would use it. Water supply can also come from the bathroom on the other side of the wall or anything like that. Just make sure you are positioning the supply line 10-12 off the floor and using cold, rather than hot, water. Saniflo Saniflo electrical
appliance, which means you'll need access to the 15-AMP circuit to power it. For best results, choose a circuit that is protected by a break in the ground fault chain, or GFCI. Next, you will need to install a macerator. Before you do this, make sure you have turned off all the water and have turned off any sump pumps in the area. Place the discharge elbow on
and install the discharge pipeline. While most Saniflo units can use a 3/4 pipeline, it can be more than one. For best results, make sure that the discharge piping sits at least 12 off the floor, and runs on the rise of 1/4 per foot. Note that there is a small hole at the top of some units. Because Saniflo is a world leader in macerating upflush toilets, they produce
them for work all over the world. This small ventilation hole is not used in the United States. If you have a unit with a small vent, you will find a small plastic fork with your device. Just place the fork in the hole. This will keep the smells from coming in your living space. The final step in the installation process is to ventilate the system and fix the toilet. Using a
number of PVC compounds, connect the macerator pump to your home's ventilation system. Remember that you can release the system anywhere you choose, as long as it has an adequate airflow and adheres to your local building codes. This requires a free air ventilation system (studs and mechanical holes won't work because they only allow air, not
out). Keep in mind that SaniCompact and SaniStar do not require ventilation. If you don't install any other fixtures on your Saniflo system, replace the input with a plug and make sure it sits properly. Finally, attach the toilet to the pump (or extension pipe) by connecting the toilet to the smaller end of the pad and the pump to the larger, flexible side of the pad.
Wrap the pump and toilet on the floor (you've already installed rubber legs, haven't you?). Hand-tighten the water supply and - vual! - You have a completed Saniflo system! Want to make the Saniflo installation process even easier? Take these things into account as you finish the system: Make sure the pipes are freezing-proof. If you install the Saniflo
system in a place where they may be vulnerable to freezing, make sure they are covered with external wraps or otherwise protected. Keep your discharge pipe as straight as possible. To help the Saniflo pump work as best as possible, limit the bends and elbows in the discharge pipe. Ideally, any bends should be less than 45 degrees, and the pipe should
be as straight as possible. Support your pipes. To help your system last as long as possible, all Saniflo pipes in accordance with manufacturer recommendations. This helps reduce the likelihood of locks and backups and increases the life of the system. Whenever you move gray water or waste with a pumping system From adding a sink or shower or just
after you've pumped the waste up), it should have a 1/4 drop on your leg to the gravity to move the waste. Here are a few additional considerations for behind-the-wall (pipe extension) installations: Even if you put the pump behind the wall, we recommend you make sure you can still get to it! Use insulation between the pump and forward walls to further the
quiet user experience. If you live in a cold area, use insulation between the pump and any outer wall to protect your unit from frost. Many Saniflo installations allow additional fixtures or appliances. See our table below for a guide on which units can handle which add-ons. Grey water pumps such as SaniSwift and SaniVite, as well as commercial class toilet
systems such as SaniBest Pro and SaniGrind Pro, have been designed to adopt a washing machine. But note the washing machine should be drained first in the laundry or sink when installed with any of these units. Adding a shower is very simple. SaniPlus, SaniAccess3, SaniBest, SaniVite or SaniShower can handle the installation of the shower. All those
except SaniShower can handle the bath. When installing a bathtub, allow 2 x 8 inch platforms to install P-traps and pipes with some drop to the macerating pump- again we recommend 1/4 on the linear leg. You need to set a P-trap in the bustle, baths, and shower. Although the matser pumps are built into mechanical traps, most plumbing codes require
regular P-traps to be installed. You also want to prevent sewer-type odors. All macerators and gray water pumps have been designed with a vent on the lid. All plumbing codes require a connection to the ventilation system. Please note that the vent should be a two-point vent. The use of mechanical vents, ventilation valves or similar devices is not allowed,
as they are considered single-way ventilation systems. Sanicompact and Sanistar units are forced basics and do not need to be ventilated. All models in the Saniflo range have low consumption. SaniPlus, SaniAccess (2 and 3), SaniBest Pro uses 1.28 gallons (4.8 liters) of water per flush. SaniStar and SaniCompact are dual flash systems because they use
1.28 gpf (4.8 lpf) and 1 gpf (3.8 lpf). This is an added bonus of installing Saniflo. It is significantly greener compared to the old style dressers, which can use up to 3.5 gallons (30 liters) of water per flush. It depends on your model and installation. Like the rules of the thumb: A complete system like it's SaniPlus, SaniBest Pro, or SaniAccess3, can pump up to
27 gallons per minute. SaniVite can up to 18 gallons per minute. SaniCompact and SaniStar cannot pump more than 1.28 gallons at a time, as it is a system with electric time. After unloading through the Macerator pumped and then directly into the existing stack. From there, it goes to your sewer system, septic tank, or holding a tank it complies with
applicable codes, as long as your current system fits. This is just an add-on to the existing plumbing. We recommend discharge pipe pumps up vertically as high as necessary from the starting point and then maintain a 1/4 slope on the linear leg until it enters the sewer. This allows gravity to contribute after the pump has done its part. Check out what Dan
from Colorado did with these instructions and the new SaniAccess 3: Yay, Dan! All installation manuals are posted on our website on the product description page. Just look at the Specs and installation instructions and click on the link below. The guide will open directly in your internet browser. If you need more help installing Saniflo, be sure to check the
parts included in the instruction or on the separate installation page of the product you purchased, it's all there. For more information about our best-selling Saniflo systems, feel free to contact our team. You will always get an expert Saniflo and we are always happy to help answer any questions. Believe us, you can do it! This is!
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